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Abstract:  

We employed ‘defect engineering’ to achieve high strength-ductility in a new 

Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 medium-entropy alloy. Yield strength, ultimate tensile strength and fracture 

strain reached 1.18 GPa, 1.71 GPa and 65.2% at cryogenic temperature, respectively. Mechanical 

improvement resulted from synergy of nanoparticles, dislocations, stacking faults, nanotwins, 

Lomer-Cottrell locks, h.c.p lamellaes and amorphous bands. 
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1. Introduction 

Medium-entropy alloys (MEAs), an alloy design strategy similar to high-entropy alloys 

(HEAs), consist of two to four elements in equiatomic or near-equiatomic constituents. They have 

drawn much attention in research communities due to their attractive mechanical response [1-4]. 

Compared with conventional alloys, their superior properties do not result from a single dominant 

component, such as iron in steel, nickel in superalloy and WC in cemented carbide, but rather 

entropically stabilized from the synergistic effects of multiple elements with the potential for unique 

combinations of mechanical properties [4-6]. 

Recently, intensive studies have shown that the lattice defects significantly contributed to 

strengthening and toughening of MEAs [7-11]. Besides very low stacking fault energy, the MEAs 

usually present face-centred cubic (f.c.c) and/or hexagonal-close packed (h.c.p) lattice structures. 

Thus, the most commonly observed lattice defects, i.e. dislocations, staking faults (SFs), Lomer-

Cottrell locks (LCs), nanotwins, and phase transition, tend to form readily during materials 

processing or tensile deformation [8-10]. The superior strength-ductility in these alloys with such 

lattice defects is resulted from the strain hardening capacity initiated by individual or multiple 

strengthening mechanisms. For instance, the CoCrFeNi alloy can facilitate formation of nanotwin 

boundaries and blockage of dislocation glide during straining, which delivered the excellent 

strength / elongation 1.2 GPa / 13.6% [9]. Meanwhile, the transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) 

effect, along with enhanced mechanical properties, was frequently reported in the high-Mn MEA 

systems [11-13]. Compared with its perfect single-phase counterpart, an appropriate combination of 

defects led to better strength-ductility synergy in the Fe50Mn30Co10Cr10 alloy [11]. 

Moreover, previous studies have shown that HEAs/MEAs containing Cr, Mn, Fe, and Co 

atoms exhibit strong temperature dependence of SF energy [14, 15]. The cryogenic temperature 

corresponds to the small SF energy. Further, the small SF energy promotes extensive activities of 

Shockley partial dislocations and the formation of higher density defects (i.e. SFs, shear bands and 

nanotwins). Plastic deformation can be dominated by motion of Shockley partial dislocations and 

full dislocations, deformation twinning, and even f.c.c → h.c.p phase transformation at lower 

temperatures [16-20]. The CrMnFeCoNi and Fe60Co15Ni15Cr10 MEAs with single f.c.c phase 

showed superior ductility (70% and 87%) and high strength (0.76 GPa and 1.5 GPa) at low 

temperature of 77 K, respectively [14, 19, 20].  

In the present work, we intentionally introduced lattice defects into a newly-developed 

Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 medium-entropy alloy through thermomechanical process. Then, the tensile 

deformation behaviour at various strain levels was examined at room and cryogenic temperatures, 

respectively. The new Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 medium-entropy alloy exhibited high strength-ductility, in 
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particular at cryogenic scenario. Experimental results indicate that the formation of defects, 

including nanoparticles, LCs, nanotwins, f.c.c → h.c.p phase transition, and amorphous bands, 

contributed to strengthening and toughening the as-deformed Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 medium-entropy 

alloy. 

2. Experimental 

The as-cast Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 (at.%) alloy was produced by melting pure Co, Cr, Ni and Mn 

metals (> 99.8 wt.% purity) in a vacuum induction furnace. The as-cast cubic ingot (10 × 30 × 60 

mm3) was rolled by 50% in thickness at 1173 K. Subsequently, the 5 mm-thick alloy sheets were 

homogenized at 1373 K for 2 h in Ar atmosphere, followed by water quenching. To obtain samples 

with fine grain sizes, the homogenized alloy was further cold-rolled from 5 to 2.5 mm in thickness 

at 298 K. Then, the cold-rolled samples were annealed at 1173 K in Ar atmosphere for 30 min 

before water quenching. Dog-bone-shaped tensile samples with a gauge length of 30 mm and cross-

section of 2.2 × 1.5 mm2 were prepared by electrical discharge machining. Both sides of the 

samples were carefully ground to a 2000 grit finish using a SiC paper. The uniaxial tensile tests 

were performed using a material testing system (MTS Alliance RT30) tension machine at strain rate 

of 1×10-3 s-1. 

Phase constituents of the samples were identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku X-2000) 

at 40 kV with Cu Kα radiation (λka = 1.54 Å). Microstructure features of the alloys were analyzed 

using multiple techniques. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) measurements were carried out 

in a FIB Helios NanoLab G3 UC scanning electron microscope (SEM). EBSD is equipped with a 

Hikari camera and the TSL OIM data analysis software. To distinguish the deformation mechanisms 

of alloys, microstructural characterization was further conducted using transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM; Tecnai G2 F20). TEM specimens were prepared using the mechanical polishing 

and the precision ion polishing system (PIPS) at a voltage of 5 kV and an incident angle of 3 ~ 7o. 

3. Results and discussion 

SEM and EBSD images for the microstructure of as-cast Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy are shown in 

Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively. Many macroscale annealing twins (~ 100 μm) were observed. The 

average grain sizes of f.c.c phase were 33.75 μm. There is no pronounced texture, as shown by the 

Inverse pole figure in Fig. 1(b). XRD patterns in Fig. 1(c) verified that the alloy consists of only 

f.c.c crystal structure. In addition, the EDS chemical mapping in Fig. 1(d) confirmed uniform 

distribution of individual Co, Cr, Ni and Mn atoms. Fig. 2(a) shows the pseudo 3D microstructure 

of as-deformed Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy, having full equiaxed or near-equiaxed grains with an 

average size of 13.12 μm. Some typical deformation twins were also determined, as verified by the 

60º misorientations in Fig. 2(b). EBSD phase mapping and IPF image in Fig. 2(c) and (d) confirmed 
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the transformation from f.c.c to h.c.p phases in the as-deformed samples. This EBSD result in Fig. 

2(c) agrees well with the XRD spectra in Fig. 1(c). 

 

 

Fig. 1. (a) SEM and (b) EBSD orientation mapping images, showing the microstructural features of 
as-cast Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy; (c) XRD spectra of the as-cast and as-deformed Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 
alloy; (d) – (g) EDS elemental mapping of the L1 area in (a), indicating uniform distribution of Co, 
Cr, Ni and Mn, respectively. 
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Fig. 2. The pseudo three-dimensional (3D) EBSD orientation mapping image, displaying grain 
structures of as-deformed Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy; (b) Misorientation degrees along the white line b 
in (a), identifying representative deformation twins; (c) EBSD phase mapping image of the as-
deformed alloy, showing f.c.c → h.c.p phase transformation; and (d) Inverse pole figures of the f.c.c 
and h.c.p phases in (c). The white circle areas in (c) indicate very small newly-formed h.c.p phase 
particles (Readers can enlarge picture for details). 

The uniaxial stress-strain curves collected from tensile tests are shown in Fig. 3(a). The yield 

strength (YS), ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and fracture strain of as-cast alloy tested at 298 K are 

0.40 GPa, 0.57 GPa and 64.4%, respectively. Combination of cold rolling and annealing 

significantly enhanced the tensile strength, but with certain sacrifice of ductility. The YS, UTS and 

fracture strain values of Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy tested at 298 K are 0.74 GPa, 1.26 GPa and 43.9%, 

respectively. When decreasing the testing temperature to 77 K, the YS and UTS values of as-

deformed alloy were increased to 1.18 GPa and 1.71 GPa, respectively. Meanwhile, the fracture 

strain reached a maximum value of 65.4%. Fig. 3(b) shows a comparison of the tensile properties of 

Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy under different conditions with various advanced steels, triditional alloys, 

and other MEAs and HEAs with superior mechanical properties [17-24]. The newly-developed 

Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy in the present work shows a remarkable tensile strength-ductility synergy, 
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in particular better than the previouly reported precipitation-hardened HEAs, metastable brittle 

HEAs, carbon-doped HEAs, and dual-phase HEAs [21-24]. The fractured surface in Fig. 4(a) shows 

that the extremely high fracture toughness of as-deformed alloy tested at 77 K. Numerous 

microvoid coalescence occurred on the fracture surface. Nearly, every microvoid has embedded 

with one nanoparticle inside. The large number of nanoparticles were determined as the Cr oxides, 

as indicated by the EDS chemical mapping in Fig. 4(b) – (g). However, there are only minor such 

nanoparticles present in the as-cast tensile samples (see Supplementary Fig. S1). These 

nanoparticles mainly formed during annealing treatment. Additionally, trace analysis of tensile 

samples suggests that the plastic deformation in Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 resulted from the high-density of 

dislocation walls (HDDWs). HDDWs traces were highlighted by the yellow arrows in Fig. 4(a).  

 

Fig. 3. (a) Engineering stress – strain curves of the Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy tensile samples, tested 
under different conditions; (b) Comparison of the tensile properties between the Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 

alloy, Al alloys, Mg alloys, steels, and high-entropy alloys [32-35]. 

 

Fig. 4. (a) SEM micrograph of the as-deformed Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy tensile samples at 77 K, 
showing fully ductile fracture; (b) SEM image of one nanoparticle sitting inside a microvoid, 
collected randomly from (a); (c) – (g) EDS chemical mapping of the nanoparticle in (d). The white 
and yellow arrows in (a) highlight the existence of some nanoparticles and the high-density of 
dislocation walls (HDDWs), respectively. 
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Further, the detailed TEM investigation was conducted on the as-deformed tensile samples for 

different strain levels. At a low strain value of 10%, the deformation strengthening is dominated by 

the higher-density mobile dislocations and the Orowan’s effect (i.e. dislocations-nanoparticles 

interactions), as shown in Fig. 5(a). The bright field (BF) and high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) 

images in Fig. 5(b) and (c) display high-density SFs within the f.c.c parent matrix, revealing that the 

Co23Cr23Fe23Ni31 alloy has very low SF energy. It would promote to generate profuse partial 

dislocations in such case. SAED pattern along the [011]f.c.c zone axis in Fig. 5(c) identifies a 

monolayer of SFs on (111) and (111ത) planes. Intersections of these SFs led to formation of Lomer-

Cottrell locks (LCs). The LCs-driven strengthening and hardening originates from their capability 

to accommodate dislocations. Normally, four dislocation segments are pinned by each LC lock with 

short length. Every LC lock could equivalently act as a pinning point (or pinning particle), similar 

to Orowan’s effect [25-27]. Thus, the interactions between the high density mobile dislocations and 

the nanoparticles / LCs caused the high YS value of Co23Cr23Fe23Ni31 alloy deformed at 77 K. As 

the engineering strain increased to 34%, the formation of multiple nanotwins (~ several tens of 

nanometres) and their intersections became predominant in Fig. 5(d). The twin-twin intersections, 

as well as twin boundary migration, could accommodate numerous dislocations to sustain plastic 

deformation of f.c.c metals [28, 29]. This case is particularly operated for extreme deformation at 

low temperatures [28-31]. 
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Fig. 5. Microstructural evolution of the as-deformed Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy at 77 K with different 
strain levels, including (a) – (c) 10%, (d) – (f) 34%, and (g) – (i) 45% strain. (a) the interactions 
between nanoparticles and dislocations at strain of 10%; (b) bright-field TEM and (c) high-
resolution TEM images at strain of 10%, showing the formation of staking faults (SFs) and Lomer-
Cottrell locks (LCs); (d) the interactions of multiple nanotwins at strain of 34%; (e) bright-field 
TEM and (f) high-resolution TEM images at strain of 34%, showing the formation of new h.c.p 
phase lamellaes; (g) bright-field TEM image and (h) electron diffraction patterns at strain of 45%, 
showing the formation of amorphous bands; and (i) high-resolution TEM image, showing the 
interfaces between amorphous bands and crystalline matrix. 

Meanwhile, the intersections between multiple nanotwins within each individual grain will 

generate new interfaces, dislocation jogs, and dislocation kinks [31-34]. These newly-formed 

interfaces, in turn, will block or hinder mobile dislocations [31], which further contributes to 

strengthening. With increasing engineering strain to 34%, the h.c.p lamellaes were observed in the 

microstructure (Fig. 5(e)). It has been reported that nanoscale SFs can function as the nuclei of h.c.p 

lamellaes [35]. Nucleation and glide of Shockley partial dislocations enable to correct SFs, which 

promotes the high density SF regions transform into the h.c.p structure [35]. The HRTEM image in 

Fig. 5(f) shows the residual SFs inside the newly-formed h.c.p lamellaes. In the present work, the 
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SF regions developed into the h.c.p lamellaes at large strain value of 34%. Moreover, the 

transformation (f.c.c → SFs → h.c.p) in Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy continuously engendered new 

SF/h.c.p. interfaces, which reduced the average free path for dislocations. Again, mobile 

dislocations were blocked and piled up around the new interfaces. Taken together, these factors (i.e. 

the high density SFs, nanotwins, and the h.c.p lamellaes) at 77 K synergistically generated massive 

interface defects. Further, these defects engineered by thermomechanical process dramatically 

improved the strengthening and/or hardening capacity. Thus, the strength-ductility synergy was 

achieved in the Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy, as is reported elsewhere [8, 36].  

Besides the nanoscale SFs, LCs, nanotwins and h.c.p lamellaes, some amorphous bands were 

also detected, as shown in Fig. 5(g) and (h). The bright-field TEM images in Fig. 5(g) and (h) were 

taken along the [100]f.c.c zone axis. When the engineering strain reached 45%, the amorphous bands 

occurred in the f.c.c Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy matrix. The thickness of these amorphous bands was 

measured to be 20 ~ 70 nm. The high-resolution TEM image in Fig. 5(i) demonstrates the clear and 

sharp interfaces between amorphous bands and f.c.c matrix. Like the interfaces introduced by 

nanotwins and h.c.p lamellaes, the amorphous/matrix interfaces could also favourably 

accommodate high density dislocations and simultaneously hinder dislocation movements [37, 38]. 

Actually, the amorphous bands deliver even higher thermal stability than the nanotwins and h.c.p 

lamellaes. Using tempering treatment at relatively higher temperatures, the amorphous bands enable 

to increase strain hardening capacity, but without sacrificing the YS values [36]. Microstructural 

characterization of the Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy deformed at 298 K is shown in Fig. 6. At low strain 

value of 10%, dislocation strengthening was identified as dominant mechanism responsible for 

mechanical improvement (Fig. 6(a)). At medium strain value of 20%, the dislocations, together with 

high density SFs and LCs, drove plastic flow at high strain hardening. The dislocations and high 

density SF and LCs were confirmed in Fig. 6(b) – (d). However, twins and dislocations were 

determined as the major microstructural feature at high strain (32%), as shown in Fig. 6(e) and (f). 

Deformation twinning and mobile dislocations become primary deformation mechanisms in such 

case. 
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Fig. 6. Dynamic evolution of the deformation substructures of the as-deformed Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 

alloy at 298 K with different strain levels, including (a) 10%, (b) – (d) 20%, and (e) – (f) 32% strain. 
(a) Formation of dislocations at strain of 10%; (b) Formation of dislocations at strain of 20%; (c) 
Bright-field and (d) high-resolution TEM images, showing formation of high density SFs and LCs; 
and (e) Formation of deformation twins and (f) interaction between twin boundaries and mobile 
dislocations. Diffraction pattern in (f) was collected from the yellow square area in (f), confirming 
deformation twins. 

4. Conclusions 

In summary, a large quantity of different defects (i.e. nanoparticles, dislocations, deformation 

twins, stacking faults, Lomer-Cottrell locks (LCs), h.c.p. bands, and amorphous bands) were 

engineered in the Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 medium-entropy alloy by thermomechanical process. 

Compared with the as-cast single f.c.c phase counterpart having deficient defects, the defects-

enriched Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31 alloy exhibited superior mechanical properties at room and cryogenic 

temperatures. At 298 K, the defects-enriched alloy showed yield strength of 0.74 GPa and fracture 

strain of 43.9%. Moreover, the yield strength and fracture strain are increased to 1.18 GPa and 65.2% 

at 77 K, respectively. These tensile properties are otherwise inaccessible for their defects-deficient 

counterparts (0.26 GPa and 64.07%) at 298 K. The enhanced mechanical properties are mainly 

attributed to the interactions of LCs and/or nanoparticles with mobile dislocations, similar to 

Orowan’s strengthening mechanism. Meanwhile, numerous nanostructures (i.e. nanotwins, h.c.p 

lamellae and amorphous bands) formed during tensile deformation at different strain levels. These 

nanostructures simultaneously supervene with generating massive new interfaces with their 

surrounding f.c.c matrix. Further, these nanostructures and new interfaces not only accommodate 
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plastic flow, but also serve as strong barriers for mobile dislocations, resulting in materials 

strengthening and toughing. 
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Supplemental material 

 

Fig. S1. The fracture surfaces of as-cast Co23Cr23Ni23Mn31
 medium-entropy alloy tensile samples, 

showing minor Cr oxide naoparticles. 

 


